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Lesson #5: Cultural Persons

Level: Second Semester French-University Level, high beginner 

Les auteurs de la France moderne

Planning for Instruction This is after a unit on 17th and 18th century literature discussing the 
problems that the French people encountered and what the connections were to French 
Literature. Looking at how the ideas of liberty, equality and progress became the ideals of 
modern Western democracy and the influence this had on the French’s increase in literacy. 

1.1 Content Objectives: 
• Students will be able to link a literary concept to a French author.
• Students will be able to name at least 5 French authors that have fundamentally affected French 

literature and culture. 

1.2 Language Objectives
• Students will be able to use a formulaic question format about material introduced in that same 

class period. 
• Students will be able to read an information card out loud and take notes from other students 

readings. 

1.3 Standards 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1, 2.2, 3.2, 4.1, 4.2

1.4 Five Dimensions of Culture Cultural Persons

1.5 Cultural Products 
• Sounds of a busy French cafe: http://audiojungle.net/item/busy-french-cafe-/47362
• Putumayo French Cafe soundtrack: http://www.putumayo.com/content/french_caf

%C3%A9_0
• 50 face cards, 10 cards of each author. Each card has a short bio with a picture of the 

author. 
• Sounds of a French cafe: http://www.soundsnap.com/tags/french
• 5 Authors and their work

o Honore de Balzac
o Victor Hugo
o Emile Zola
o Alexandre Dumas
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o Molière

1.6 Extra Linguistic Features of Communication: 
Musical-students are listening to the cafe sounds, and then have to record other cafe sounds to 
eventually compose their own multimedia project.

Effective Instructional Sequence

2.1 Setting the Stage (5-10 minutes)
1. Play sounds of a French Cafe (http://www.soundsnap.com/tags/french). 
2. Have pictures of authors and titles of their most famous work, jumbled up on the board. 
3. Ask students if they recognize any of the names or works. Have them write down as much as 

they can for each item on the board. 
4. Have students get into 5 groups, each group has an assigned author. 

2.2 Providing Input (15 minutes)
1. Distribute a card with an author, famous work, and short bio of that author to each group. Go 

around and check if students understand the cards, ask if there is any vocabulary that they 
cannot understand. If so, go over the word as a class and explain it. Go over all the highlighted 
words and discuss the different meanings of each word if there are multiple meanings. Use it 
in a sentence and ask if anyone can then use it in another sentence (checking for understanding 
as part of assessment). Have the groups explain their author to the class and tell the students 
they will need this information for another activity in class. 

2. Each group is to become the expert on their assigned author.  In a later class, students will 
have a debate in class about modern French political issues from their author’s point of view. 
We will have a class discussion on French issues and why some of the authors have written the 
books in the style they did, or focus on the topics they did.

3. Ask if anyone knows how to play “Guess Who?”, “Devinez Qui”. 

2.3 Providing Guided Practice (15 minutes)
1. Have the class play in their groups, assign them teams according to their author : Team 

Dumas, Team Hugo, Team Zola, Team Molière, Team Balzac. For a 20 person class, there 
should be 5 groups of 4. Teams should be no larger than 5. 

2. Explain the rules for “Devinez Qui”. The teams should be even numbers. 
a. There will be two sets of 5 face cards for each group, one card with each face on it. 
b. One person from each side will draw a card from the deck of face cards. 
c. Each student will start by asking a “oui” or “non” question about their opponent’s secret 

person on their face card. Give class the question format, discuss the differences between 
the question format in English vs. French.
i. Example: “Est ce que ton auteur est née dans le 18ème siècle?”

d.Students can ask as many questions as they need. 
e.Walk around and notice the students question format, correct where needed. If there is a 
persistent error, go over the problem as a class. (Checking for understanding)
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3. Divide the class into two groups.  
4. Play “Devinez Qui” as a class. 

a. Have the students pick a card master, and follow the same directions as they did when they 
played in their groups. 

2.4 Providing Application and Extension (10 minutes) 
1. Give students a scenario where they imagine they walk into a cafe and all of these Frenchmen 
(5 authors) are sitting around discussing France’s current political state. Ask the students to shout 
out topics in this hypothetical conversation.
2. Have students work with a partner and draft a six line scene of what they would be saying. 

2.5 Providing Assessment and Evaluation (done throughout the lesson)
1. There is informal assessment throughout the lesson; doing constant comprehension checks by 

asking questions and having students repeat the information back to me. 
2. The students turn in their six line scene and they will get it back with corrections for the next 

class. 
3. They are then to build on the six line scene and turn it into a 3-4 minute skit that they will 

perform in class at a later time.
4. Multi-Media Project: the students are to record their own French cafe sounds that will be the 

background sound to their skit. They are to go to a coffee shop or another place of their 
choosing and record the sounds, but make it French, speak French and have a friend or a 
roommate help you with the recordings. A lot of cellphones can record and this can easily be 
transferred to a multimedia project. Play the sounds and act out a conversation between two 
authors. Work with a partner, but no more than groups of three. 

Reflection
3.1 The specific knowledge needed for this lesson was to figure out how to modify a classic 
children’s board game to a university French class. I also had to do some basic research on each 
of the 5 authors for this lesson. Each lesson is a step closer to teaching my own class and I am 
nervous but excited for the outcome. I find that by pushing myself to really create something, I 
am learning about French history, culture, literature, society, a little more each time. I think that 
this will prove useful for teaching French 101 and is the beginning of a pattern that will become 
a habit. 

3.2 My appreciation for culture learning and culture teaching has increased. With each lesson, I 
realize that teachers have to do so much work to teach 10 minutes worth of material. I have a 
newfound appreciation for assignments, tests, and lessons overall. I used to think that teaching 
was reading off of a plan but never thought to think where that plan came from. 

3.3 I am getting really excited with these lesson plans because I learn from each one, and so I am 
bringing more and more to the table with each lesson and I get so excited about them, I really 
want to try them out. I find these assignments incredibly helpful; it’s just too bad we can’t do a 
micro teach every time using parts of our lessons. 



Appendix

Information to be transferred to the information cards, highlighted words are new vocabulary, 

Molière : Née Jean-Baptiste Poquelin, il était mieux connu par son nom de scène, Molière. Il 
était dramaturge et acteur, qui est considéré comme l’un des plus grands maitres de la comédie 
dans la littérature occidentale. Née le 15.01.1622, et mort le 17.02.1673. Œuvre : Le Malade 
Imaginaire 

Honoré de Balzac : Balzac était un romancier et auteur dramatique français. Son magnum opus 
était une suite de récits et de romans intitulés collectivement, Œuvre: La Comédie humaine, qui 
présente un panorama de la vie française dans les années qui suivirent la chute de Napoléon 1815 
de Nee: 20.05.1799, Mort: 18.08.1850

Victor Hugo: Victor Hugo, en plein Hugo Victor Marie est un poète français, romancier et 
dramaturge. Il est considéré comme le plus célèbre écrivain romantique français. Née: 
26.02.1802, Mort: 22.05.1885 Œuvre : Les Misérables

Alexandre Dumas: Alexandre Dumas, également connu comme Alexandre Dumas, père, était un 
écrivain français, surtout connu pour ses romans historiques de la grande aventure. Traduit en 
près de 100 langues, celles-ci ont fait de lui un des auteurs français les plus lus dans le monde. 
Née: 24.07.1802, Mort: 05.12.1870. Œuvre :Le Comte de Monte-Cristo, Les Trois 
Mousquetaires

Émile Zola : Émile François Zola est un écrivain français, l'exemple le plus important de l'école 
littéraire du naturalisme et un important contributeur au développement du naturalisme théâtral. 
Née: 02.04.1840, Mort: 29/09/1902 Œuvre: J'accuse


